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During the recent pandemic, fear of COVID-19 has been widespread and is

considered to deterioratemental health. We assessed whether vaccination can

e�ectively reduce the fear of COVID-19 and, thus, contribute to improving

people’s mental health status. We used two-wave panel data from a German

online study collected in April 2021 (t1) and August/September 2021 (t2) and

estimated di�erences-in-di�erences to determine whether those who were

vaccinated against COVID-19 experienced a reduction of fear of COVID-19,

andwhether the reductionwasmore evident as compared to peoplewhowere

not vaccinated for various reasons. Fear of COVID-19 generally decreased

between t1 and t2 for all respondents. Moreover, reduction of fear for

people who were unvaccinated at t1 but received the vaccine between t1

and t2 was strongest as compared to people who did not get vaccinated

during that period, even after we controlled for factors associated with fear

(e.g., age, gender). Vaccination reduced fear of COVID-19 beyond some

seasonal fluctuation and, therefore, we argue that vaccination partially reduces

the psychological distress caused by the pandemic. We recommend that

scientists, practitioners, and politicians highlight this additional positive e�ect

of vaccination in health communication.

KEYWORDS

COVID-19, vaccination, fear of COVID-19, mental health, di�erences-in-di�erences

Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has sparked concerns around the globe. People express

these concerns as fear of negative health consequences, hospitalization, and dying

from an infection (1, 2). Moreover, fear of COVID-19 increases general levels

of psychological distress, post-traumatic stress symptoms, panic disorder, insomnia,

anxiety, and depression (1–4). At the same time, fear of COVID-19 propels

compliance with regulations to contain the virus and increases the willingness to get

vaccinated (5–7). Does vaccination lead to a sense of security? If yes, a reduction

in the fear of COVID-19 should be measureable when comparing levels of fear of
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individuals who seized the opportunity and received a

vaccination once it was available with the levels of fear of

individuals who did not. Since 2021, the possibility to receive

an injection of any of the approved vaccine types was granted

on a priority basis according to age, health issues, contact with

vulnerable groups, and working in system-relevant professions

(8). By late summer 2021, every resident wishing to be vaccinated

had received the opportunity to do so. Yet, according to the

data from the Robert Koch Institute, by November 2021 only

about 70% of the eligible population had used this opportunity.

Thus, strategies to further disseminate the vaccines and increase

vaccination willingness are needed.

Social and personal reactions to the pandemic and related

fears and concerns are strongly linked to information processes,

and it is therefore useful to coordinate the efforts to improve

vaccination programs and developments of effective reactions to

the pandemic (9). Especially in the early stages of the pandemic,

such efforts had to circumvent misinformation (and even

disinformation) before developing useful reactions. By now, the

evidence regarding the effect of the virus and vaccination on

peoples’ fear of COVID-19 is more compelling. For example,

recent studies have indicated that fear of COVID-19 is related to

various mental health outcomes such as anxiety and depression

and even higher suicide risk (3, 4, 10). A recent systematic

review and meta-analysis has reported excessive levels of fear

of COVID-19 around the world (2). Another comprehensive

review demonstrated that different population groups tend

to experience different levels of fear (1). Specifically, women,

younger adults, urban residents, divorced people, healthcare

workers, as well as people in quarantine settings, people

with suspected COVID-19 infection, and people with mental

health problems were found to be at risk of excessive fear of

COVID-19. These findings suggest that higher fear of COVID-

19 should increase vaccination intentions and encourage the

population to follow national vaccination recommendations.

However, some studies also report a reversed effect, that is,

vaccination decreases fear of COVID-19 (11–13). Accordingly,

people who received the COVID-19 vaccine were more likely

to report decreased mental distress levels afterwards than their

unvaccinated counterparts. Thus, receiving the vaccine results

in improvements in mental health.

The current study aims at exploring whether and to

what extent people in Germany vaccinated against COVID-19

decreased their level of fear of the virus as compared to their

unvaccinated counterparts. We use panel data (i.e., data from

the same individuals) across two time points (late April 2021 and

late August/early September 2021), which allows us to conduct

a (quasi-experimental) “pre-post testing” analysis. In addition,

we distinguish the following groups of individuals according to

their vaccination status: (1) individuals vaccinated between the

first and the second measurement time point; (2) individuals

vaccinated prior to the first time point; (3) vaccination refusers,

namely, individuals unvaccinated by the second measurement

time point, reporting that they “do not want to be vaccinated”;

and (4) unvaccinated individuals at the second measurement

time point for other reasons such as “not received an offer” or

“not yet arranged an appointment”. We expect differences in

levels of fear of COVID-19 between these groups. The highest

level of fear of COVID-19 is expected for people who got

vaccinated either between the first and second measurement

time points (group 1) and for people vaccinated prior to the

first measurement time point (group 2). We assume that people

with a higher initial level of fear were more likely to take the

opportunity to do something to alleviate their fears and get

vaccinated (Hypothesis 1). By way of contrast, and for the same

reason, we expect the level of fear of COVID-19 of vaccination

refusers (group 3) to be lowest (Hypothesis 2). Finally, we

expect people in group 1—after receiving the first vaccination—

experienced the highest reduction of fear of COVID-19 as

compared to other groups (Hypothesis 3).

Materials and methods

Study design and participants

We used an ongoing German online access panel by

the market research institute Respondi AG (14) to collect

the data repeatedly from the same participants. Thus, the

design of our study is a prospective panel design, and

the data reflect current changes in the characteristics under

study. However, participants also provided some information

retrospectively, such as their vaccination status since the

last data collection. Study participants were recruited online

via campaigns, marketers, and by self-recruitment and, after

registering, participants received an e-mail invitation to take

part in the study voluntary. They did not sign a separate

consent form for this study, and they received an incentive of

0.75 euro for their participation. The company used quotas for

gender, age, education, income, and immigration background to

achieve comparable rates in the sample to those in the German

population (15). The share of people with an immigration

background in the sample (17%) was below the share provided

by German microcensus data (25%). All other quotas were met.

The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Faculty

of Management, Economics and Social Sciences, University of

Cologne (reference numbers: 210005DS and 210031DS).

The first wave (t1) of data was collected between April 9

and April 28, 2021 and the second wave (t2) was collected

between August 23 and September 9, 2021, addressing the same

participants. Of the 5,044 respondents who participated in the

first wave, 3,458 were re-interviewed in the second wave. In this

study, we focused only on the respondents who participated in

both waves and provided valid information on their vaccination

status and fear of COVID-19. Thus, the effective size of the

two-wave panel sample was 3,428. In this sample, 27% of
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the respondents were aged 60 or above (mean age 49), 54%

were male, 23% reported a polytechnic or University degree of

education, 29% reported having low income (a maximum of

2,000 e per month), and 17% reported having an immigrant

background (with at least one parent born outside of Germany).

The rates of people aged 60 or above andmales were lower in the

original first wave sample (23 and 50%, respectively) than in the

two-wave panel sample.

Due to the slow start of the vaccination campaign and

initial shortages of vaccines, only a small proportion of the

German population had received their first vaccination by mid-

April 2021 (19.6% on April 17 according to the Robert Koch

Institute (RKI) and the Federal Ministry of Health) (16). In

our first wave of the data collection, 19.4% of the respondents

reported being vaccinated at least once. On June 7, 2021,

the German government suspended all vaccination restrictions

that prioritized people of older age, with pre-existing health

issues, in certain jobs (e.g., health care), and with social and

economic disadvantages. Thus, between our first and second

data collection, all citizens theoretically had the opportunity to

be vaccinated at least once. In our secondwave of data collection,

82% of the respondents reported they received at least one

vaccination. The official data showed that only 65.7% of the

general population were vaccinated once by September 1, 2021

(16). This discrepancy may indicate a selection of vaccinated

people into the second wave of the study but it may also reflect

that the study sample included only adults aged 18–74 years.

Fear of COVID-19 is the outcome variable of this study.

Differences between people that are vaccinated or unvaccinated

can be conceptualized as counterfactual states such as

y0= fear of COVID-19 without vaccination

y1= fear of COVID-19 with vaccination

meaning that if unvaccinated, fear of COVID-19 is y0 and y1

otherwise. Thus, if the vaccination status does not change across

time and everything else being equal across groups, differences

in the fear of COVID-19 are solely attributable to group

differences and cross-time fluctuations that apply to each group

equally. A change in vaccination status is assumed to change the

level of fear of COVID-19 over and beyond group differences

and cross-time fluctuations. These assumptions correspond to a

differences-in-differences (DiD) design for two groups and two

time points (17).

Based on the data on vaccination status in our study,

we distinguished between four groups across two time points

(Table 1): people vaccinated between the first and second waves

(group 1); people vaccinated prior to the first wave (group

2); vaccination refusers, namely, unvaccinated until the second

wave, reporting that they “do not want to be vaccinated” (group

3); and unvaccinated until the second wave not due to refusal

but for other reasons such as “not received an offer” or “not

yet arranged an appointment” (group 4). Thus, only group 1

had experienced a change in vaccination status between the

waves of data collection. Notably, the group composition was

not random, because a substantial proportion of individuals

may have self-selected themselves into getting vaccinated as

soon as they had the opportunity to receive or refuse a

vaccination. In addition, we controlled in our analysis for age,

gender, education, income, and immigration status to account

for different levels of fear of COVID-19 as a function of

these characteristics.

Measures

We measured fear of COVID-19 using three indicators

that resemble a scale that has been developed to assess fear of

COVID-19 in the general population (18): (1) “When I think

of the coronavirus, I feel threatened” (fear1); (2) “I am worried

that I or people I love could get sick from the coronavirus”

(fear2); (3) “I am stressed in the presence of other people,

because I am afraid that I may catch the coronavirus” (fear3).

Respondents were asked to rate these statements on a scale

ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). All

indicators were assessed at both waves (t1 and t2), with a

negligible missing values rate below 1%. Descriptive statistics

for the indicators measuring fear of COVID-19 can be found

in the Supplementary Table S1. Subjective measures of fear may

require a higher effort of validation and may be less reliable

than other measures. However, we had no access to diagnostic

(physiological) tests of fear, and we aimed to assess the subjective

feeling of an anticipated threat or harm from the virus.

Statistical analysis

We used confirmatory factor analysis to assess how well the

subjective measures capture the construct fear of COVID-19

and to control for measurement error that may compromise

the validity and reliability of the results (19). Thus, fear of

COVID-19 was treated as a latent variable measured by multiple

observed indicators (fear1-fear3) in multiple groups (group

1-group 4) and across multiple time points (t1 and t2). In

addition, we tested if the measurements of fear of COVID-19 are

invariant across groups and time (20). Measurement invariance

is a prerequisite for comparing latent means and latent mean

differences across groups and time. It ensures that the group-

and time-specific means of a latent variable (i.e., fear of COVID-

19) are not biased due to systematic differences in measurement

instrument properties across groups and due to systematic shifts

in response behavior across time that do not correspond to real

differences or change of the construct.

The group- and time-specific latent means were used to

calculate the differences-in-differences following the structured

means modeling (SMM) approach, (21) which is implemented

in structural equation modeling (SEM) (22). Therefore,
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TABLE 1 Study groups and descriptive statistics.

N

(%)

Vaccinated

at least

once at t1?

Vaccinated

at least

once at t2?

Mean

age

%

Male

%

High

education

%

Low

income

%

Immi-

grants

Group 1:

vaccinated between t1

and t2

2,139

(62.40)

No Yes 49.0 55.4 24.0 27.6 16.6

Group 2:

vaccinated prior to t1

683

(19.92)

Yes Yes 53.0 55.0 22.5 25.0 13.3

Group 3:

refusers

399

(11.64)

No No 45.4 46.9 15.8 40.1 18.6

Group 4:

unvaccinated for

other reasons

207

(6.04)

No No 42.3 51.2 22.2 39.1 24.6

Total sample 3,428

(100.00)

49.0 54.1 22.6 29.3 16.7

High education, polytechnic or University degree; low income, a maximum of 2,000 e; immigrants, at least one parent born outside of Germany.

we included the following differencing equations into the

model estimation:

DiD for: |Equations

group 1 and group 2 |DiD1 = (g1t2 – g1t1) – (g2t2 – g2t1)

group 1 and group 3 | DiD2 = (g1t2 – g1t1) – (g3t2 – g3t1)

group 1 and group 4 | DiD3 = (g1t2 – g1t1) – (g4t2 – g4t1)

group 2 and group 3 | DiD4 = (g2t2 – g2t1) – (g3t2 – g3t1)

group 2 and group 4 | DiD5 = (g2t2 – g2t1) – (g4t2 – g4t1)

group 3 and group 4 | DiD6 = (g3t2 – g3t1) – (g4t2 – g4t1)

A path diagram displaying the estimated model is presented

in Figure 1.

We assessed the fit of the models to the data by considering

standard SEM goodness of fit statistics (23). The chi-square (χ²)

test statistic tests the null hypothesis that the model-implied and

population covariances are equal given the model degrees of

freedom (df). However, with larger sample sizes, the power of

the χ² test to detect even very small differences between model-

implied and population covariances increases, which leads to an

excessive rejection of useful models. Therefore, we consider two

alternative fit indices based on χ². The comparative fit index

(CFI) compares the estimated model to a null model and ranges

between 0 and 1.Model fit is considered acceptable when the CFI

statistic is close to or above 0.95. The root mean square error

of approximation (RMSEA) is a measure of discrepancy of the

estimated and a (perfectly fitting) saturated model and ranges

between 0 and ∞. Model fit is considered acceptable when the

RMSEA statistic is close to or below 0.08.

All models were estimated using the lavaan package in

the R environment (24). Estimates were obtained using robust

(full-information) maximum likelihood estimation. Annotated

R code and output can be found in the Supplementary material.

Results

First, we estimated an unconstrained confirmatory

factor model for fear of COVID-19 at t1 and t2 for the

entire sample to assess the factor loadings and reliability

(see Supplementary material for details). The model

fitted the data well: χ² = 28.432 (df = 5, p < 0.001),

CFI = 0.998, RMSEA = 0.043. The standardized factor

loadings of the indicators measuring fear of COVID-19

were high in magnitude and ranged between 0.740 and

0.911 indicating that a sufficient degree of variance in the

observed indicators is explained by the latent variables.

Omega reliability coefficients were 0.857 (t1), 0.872 (t2), and

0.893 (total).

Second, we assessed measurement invariance of the latent

variable fear of COVID-19. Results indicated that scalar

invariance (i.e., equal factor loadings and indicator intercepts)

holds between groups and across time simultaneously. This

allowed us to make valid comparisons of the latent means of fear

of COVID-19 (see Supplementary material for comparisons of

fit statistics and further details).

Third, we estimated the model to test the hypothesized

latent means and latent mean differences. In this model,

again, factor loadings and indicator intercepts were held

equal across groups and time. The model showed good fit

to the data: χ² = 442.869 (df = 148, p < 0.001), CFI

= 0.976, RMSEA = 0.049. The standardized factor loadings

were between 0.668 and 0.911. Regarding the latent mean

level of fear of COVID-19, Table 2 shows that unvaccinated

individuals (group 4), those vaccinated between t1 and t2

(group 1), and those vaccinated prior to t1 (group 2)

had the highest level of fear of COVID-19 at t1, partially
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FIGURE 1

Path diagram displaying the estimated model following the SMM approach. Observed indicators and covariates in rectangles; latent variables in

ellipses; subscript “g” refers to the study groups; V, variance of the latent variable; M, mean of the latent variable; Cov, covariance between latent

variables; triangle containing “1”, unit-constant pseudo variable capturing the mean structure; γ, coe�cients for the regression of fear of

COVID-19 on covariates (constrained to be equal across time); λ, factor loading (loadings for indicators fear11 and fear12 were fixed to 1 for

identification); τ , indicator intercept (intercepts for indicators fear11 and fear12 were fixed to 0 for identification); δ, residual variance.

TABLE 2 Latent means of fear of COVID-19 across groups and di�erences between t1 and t2.

Latent mean t1 (SE) Latent mean t2 (SE) Difference t2–t1

Group 1: vaccinated between t1 and t2 4.83 (0.07) 4.29 (0.07) −0.54

Group 2: vaccinated before t1 4.79 (0.11) 4.41 (0.11) −0.38

Group 3: refusers 2.94 (0.16) 2.61 (0.16) −0.33

Group 4: unvaccinated for other reasons 4.87 (0.20) 4.55 (0.21) −0.32

supporting hypothesis 1. Vaccination refusers (group 3) had

the lowest level of fear of COVID-19 at t1, supporting

hypothesis 2.

Moreover, fear of COVID-19 decreased across time in all

groups. This may be attributed to a seasonal improvement

of the situation in Germany between the two waves (25).

However, the group-specific decrease was highest for individuals

vaccinated between t1 and t2 (group 1) followed by individuals

vaccinated prior to t1 (group 2). The decrease in fear for

refusers (group 3) and individuals unvaccinated at t2 (group 4)

was lowest.

The differences in the decrease of fear of COVID-19

across groups (i.e., the differences-in-differences) are presented

in Table 3. The largest DiD was found between individuals

vaccinated between t1 and t2 (group 1) and vaccination refusers

(group 3). The DiD between individuals vaccinated between

t1 and t2 (group 1) and unvaccinated at t2 for other reasons

(group 4) was similar. The DiD between vaccinated individuals

between t1 and t2 (group 1) and individuals vaccinated prior to

t1 (group 2) was statistically significant. All other differences-in-

differences were close to zero. This supports hypothesis 3 and

suggests that people who received a vaccination benefitted not
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TABLE 3 Latent mean di�erences-in-di�erences.

Latent mean DiD (SE) 95% confidence interval p

Group 1 vs. Group 2 (DiD1) −0.16 (0.06) (−0.27−0.05) 0.01

Group 1 vs. Group 3 (DiD2) −0.21 (0.07) (−0.35−0.08) 0.00

Group 1 vs. Group 4 (DiD3) −0.21 (0.10) (−0.41−0.01) 0.04

Group 2 vs. Group 3 (DiD4) −0.06 (0.08) (−0.22 0.10) 0.47

Group 2 vs. Group 4 (DiD5) −0.06 (0.11) (−0.27 0.16) 0.60

Group 3 vs. Group 4 (DiD6) 0.00 (0.12) (−0.23 0.23) 1.00

FIGURE 2

Reduction of fear of COVID-19 across time and between groups. The plotted scores refer to the group-specific di�erences in the fear of

COVID-19 between t1 and t2 (see column 4 of Table 2). Thus, each group “starts” at zero. The group-specific di�erences at t2 are the

di�erences-in-di�erences (see Table 3). The scale on the y-axis refers to the scale of the latent variable (fear of COVID-19) at t1 and t2, which is

similar to the scale of the reference indicator (fear11 and fear12, respectively).

only from the vaccination protection but also in terms of their

mental health, as their fear of COVID-19 decreased significantly

and beyond the general downward trend (see also Figure 2).

While assessing the differences in the decrease of fear

of COVID-19 across groups we controlled for age, gender,

education, income, and immigration status. Some of the control

variable effects on fear of COVID-19 were considerable in

magnitude but not significant. For the sake of clarity, we only

report coefficients with p < 0.05 (see the R output for the final

model in the Supplementary material for details). People aged 60

or above in group 1 (vaccinated between t1 and t2) experienced

higher fear of COVID-19 as did people with low income in

group 3 (refusers). The standardized coefficients were 0.16 and

0.22, respectively. Males in group 1 (vaccinated between t1 and

t2), group 3 (refusers), and group 4 (unvaccinated for other

reasons) experienced less fear of COVID-19. The standardized

coefficients were−0.25,−0.23, and 0.29, respectively.

Finally, we tested, in a separate model, if infection status

may have influenced fear of COVID-19 at t1 and t2 (see

Supplementary material). However, the data on infection status

were inconsistent. For example, 29% of those who reported

at t1 that they had tested positive, reported at t2 that they

had not been tested at all, tested but had no infection, or

they did not know. Some respondents may have mistakenly

answered this question thinking only about the time since the

last interview. Regardless, using a dichotomized infection status

dummy (yes/no) for t1 and t2 revealed no meaningful effects

on fear of COVID-19 with one exception. People in group 1

(vaccinated between t1 and t2) had higher fear of COVID-19

after testing positive between t1 and t2. This may have driven

their decision to get vaccinated.

Discussion

Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic,

people express their concerns and fears of negative health

consequences, hospitalization, and dying from an infection.

The fear of COVID-19 is associated with a plethora of negative

mental health outcomes, such as psychological distress, post-

traumatic stress symptoms, panic disorder, insomnia, anxiety,
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and depression (1–4). When people experience fear of COVID-

19, they are more likely to comply with regulations that are

aimed at containing the virus such as getting a vaccination (5–7).

In this study we examined whether getting vaccinated in turn

leads to a reduction of the fear of COVID-19 that is measureable

beyond a general (seasonal) trend. Since the summer of 2021,

people in Germany had the opportunity to get vaccinated with

different types of vaccines against COVID-19. While many were

vaccinated between mid-April and late August/early September

2021, others were not because they refused or did not seek

an appointment.

In the current study we explored whether and to what extent

those vaccinated against COVID-19 experienced a decrease

of fear of COVID-19, and if so, whether the decrease of

fear was more evident as compared to others. We assessed

study participants’ vaccination status, fear of COVID-19, and

background variables such as age, gender, education, income,

and immigration status at two waves in April (t1) and

August/September 2021 (t1). The study allowed the analysis

of the data in a (quasi-experimental) “pre-post testing” design

and to assess whether the mean level of fear of COVID-

19 differed across time and between four groups: group 1—

vaccinated between t1 and t2, group 2—vaccinated prior to

t1, group 3—refusers, and group 4—unvaccinated for other

reasons. Moreover, and most importantly, we tested whether

cross-time differences within groups differed between groups by

estimating differences-in-differences.

The results partly confirmed our first hypothesis. Many

people with a high initial level of fear took the vaccine between

t1 and t2 (group 1). However, a small proportion of people with

similar initial levels of fear did not get vaccinated for reasons

other than refusal (group 4). This group had the lowest mean age

and the highest share of people with an immigrant background.

Despite their concerns, younger people may not have felt the

urgency to get vaccinated in the summer. In addition, access

and acceptance barriers may have prevented people with an

immigration background to get vaccinated (26).

The lowest level of fear was observed for vaccination refusers

(group 3), which confirmed our second hypothesis. In line

with recent studies, which indicate that higher education and

being male is associated with positive vaccination intentions,

this group had the lowest share of males and people with high

education (27).

All groups experienced a reduction of fear between t1

and t2. However, the reduction of fear for people who were

unvaccinated at t1 and received the vaccine between t1 and

t2 (group 1) was significantly stronger than the fear reduction

in all other groups, and in particular compared to the groups

of refusers (group 3) and unvaccinated due to other reasons

(group 4) (controlling for other factors, such as age, gender,

education, income, and immigration status). This confirmed

our third hypothesis. We interpret this as a positive effect of

vaccination on the mental health condition of people who are

concerned about the virus and not hesitant to get vaccinated.

Considering that the peak of registered infections appeared in

March 2021, the perceived threat of the virus and the need

for a vaccine may have led many—especially those who felt

vulnerable—to consider getting vaccinated as soon as they had

the opportunity. Getting vaccinated appears to have been at

least a partial alleviation of the psychological distress caused by

the pandemic.

Our study, however, has several limitations. First, it does not

allow us to answer whether refusers would have experienced the

same decrease, had they been vaccinated. Thus, we cannot tell

if the fear-reducing effect of vaccination would have operated

also on the refusers (group 3). Second, those who began with a

higher level of fear (i.e., group 1—the vaccinated and group 4—

people unvaccinated for other reasons) had a higher potential

to experience a stronger reduction of fear compared to those

who began with lower levels of fear (i.e., refusers) due to the so-

called floor effect. However, this floor effect might have a limited

impact given that we also observed a similar reduction in fear

for the group with the lowest initial fear level (group 3) and the

one with the highest initial fear level (group 4). Third, due to the

sampling procedure and the use of quotas, we are reluctant to

generalize our findings to the general population of Germany.

However, the sociodemographic sample characteristics as well

as the vaccination rates in the sample were similar to those

of the official statistics of the German population for the time

of the study, suggesting that the data represent the population

reliably. Fourth, drawing causal inferences from the results also

relies on the assumption that, in the absence of vaccination,

the level of fear would have developed in the same way across

groups (i.e., the common trends assumption) (17, 28). Testing

this assumption requires at least one additional measurement

occasion prior to t1 or field experimental conditions that are not

possible to design, because it is not possible to randomly exclude

individuals from the possibility to receive a vaccination. Fifth,

and finally, many potential factors that may influence the general

level of fear of COVID-19 or differences in fear between groups

and time could not be controlled (such as fear of vaccination or

stable personality characteristics).

Yet, and having these limitations in mind, the design of the

study and our findings suggest that fear of COVID-19 is not

only a driver of the decision to get vaccinated (29), but also that

the vaccination effectively reduces fear beyond the general trend.

Thus, this study supports the notion that vaccine development,

deployment, and promotion programs are one of the most

efficient societal investments in sciences and technologies

(30). In public health communication we recommend that

scientists, practitioners, and politicians highlight the positive

effect of vaccination against COVID-19 in addition to protection

against serious illness, hospitalization, and death. In addition,

the policy implications resulting from our findings may be

relevant beyond understanding the past and current situation

in Germany but also for future occurrences. We hope that our

findings enable societies and policy makers to better understand

the modus operandi of response strategies of individuals, to
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promote effective vaccines, and to enhance the willingness to get

vaccinated by underlining that vaccines can reduce fear.
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